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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a multiphase turbulence
closure employing one transport equation, namely
the turbulence kinetic energy equation. The
proposed form of this equation is different from
the earlier formulations in some aspects. The
power spectrum of the carrier fluid is divided
into two regions, which interact in different ways
and at different rates with the suspended
particles as a function of the particle-eddy size
ratio and density ratio. The length scale is
described algebraically. A mass/time averaging
procedure for the momentum and kinetic energy
equations is adopted. The resulting turbulence
correlatlons are modeled under less restrictive
assumptions comparative to the previous work. The
closures for the momentum and kinetic ene rg3"
equations are given. Conrpar i sons of the
predictions with experimental results on
liquid-solld Jet and gas-solid pipe flow show
satisfactory agreement.
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a amplitude ratio
b body force
C I, C¢l, C¢2, C¢3. C¢4, C¢5. C D, % = constants
d particle diameter
D turbulent diffusion coefficient for solid
phase
energy spectrum
flow variable
interaction term
flux vector for a variable @
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t .AT.At
kinetic energy of turbulence
length scale
Stokes number
phase distribution f_nction, Eq.
pressure
position vector
Reynolds number based on the most
energetic eddy size
time and averaging time intervals
corresponding to the turbulence
(1)
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x i ,xj
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n
K
,o
T
production and transfer range,
respectively
Euleriam and Lagra_ngia.u velocities,
respectively
volume and averaging volume, respectively
,x Cartesian coordinates
n
distance from the wall
concentration of volume
dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic
energy
Kolmogorov length scale
wave number
d_n'm.mic viscosity
density
turbulent Schmidt/Prandtl number
shear stress
Subscripts
i.j.n denote Cartesian coordinates (= 1.2.3)
e eddy
k turbulence kinetic energy
K flow component K
KP phase Ktn the production range
KT phase K in the transfer range
e laminar
L,S denote liquid and solid, respectively
P production range
t turbu len t
T transfer range
Tot total
I average over area
e dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic
energy
Superscripts
7
ft
f.
f,,
P
T
_ fK
<fK >
mass average of f
turbulence fluctuation of f
fluctuation of f at low wave number
(production range)
fluctuation of f at intermediate wave
number (transfer range)
production
transfer
volume/time and mass/time averages of f
over K
intrinsic space average of f over K
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1. I NTROLX_T, I O_
Mul tlphase flows are widely applied in
engineering processes from chemical, petroleum.
mining and other industries. Various theoretical
and experirr_ncal techniques for the Investigation
of those flows are available. Some of them are a
straightforward extension from the single phase
flow models by introducing some ad hoc
modifications. Other investigations originate
from the g-as-solid flow {Sod. 1983) or fluldized
bed models (Wang et al.. IBBS}.
Increasing concern for the prediction of
turbulent multiphase flows have been noticed
during the last twenty years (Denon et al. (197"i).
AI-Taweel and Landau (1977), C,enchev and Karpuzov
(1980) Melville and Bray {1979). Crowe and
Sharma ('1978), _[Ichaelides and Farmer (1983), mad
Shuen et al. (19@3)). Two equation turbulence
models have been proposed for dilute particulate
flows by Elghohashi et el. (1982. 1953, 1954) and
Crowder et el. {1954). Algebraic and one equation
turbulence models have been suggested also for
dense llquld-solid flows (Roco et el., 1983, 1985,
1956) in which the particle-particle interactions
play an important role besides the fluid-fluid and
fluld-solid interactions. ]4usa of these studies
as well as other earlier investigations have some
limitations. In the above mentioned studies the
response of solids to the turbulent fluctuations
of the carrier fluid is obtained under
restrictions similar to those refered by Hinge
(1975, p. 460), which limit their use. In
addition to that, empirical constants and
empirical functions are usually introduced in
these models.
The purpose of the present leper is
i) To propose a specific ,ross/time averaging
approach for multlphase turbulent flows. Even if
the approach is developed for incompressible flow,
its application for other multtphase flows Is
foreseen; From the tlquld-sotld Interact£ou forces
only the draR forts is considered £n this peper.
il) To i_rove the one-equation turbulence
model reported in [283 by including the modulation
of turbulence by particles as a function of
particle size _ density,
ili) To test the proposed model with other
models and experimental data for various two-phase
flows, without adopting any adjusting empirical
coefficients.
2. MIXED AVERAGING APPROACH
The continuum transport equations for
multiphase flows can be obtained by assuming a
continuum medium with averaged field quatitles by
using either time. local volume, local mass or
spectral averaging (see Buyevi ch (1971). Sod
(1967). Vernier and Delhaye (196_). Hetsroni
(1982)). The averaging for tmaltiphase flow
systems may be performed in various ways. Rass
averaging technique was appl Ied by Abou-Arab
{ 1985) for turbulent incompressible and
compressible flows. To express the spatial
nonunlformlties and interactions between the flow
components Roco and Shook (19_5) have developed a
specific volume/time averaging technique for
turbulent multicornponent systems, in which the
size of the averaging volume Av is related to the
turbulence scale. Since the Eulerian description
of the flow is more convenient than the Lagrangian
description and there are more comprehensive
mathematical schemes for such formulation, they
transformed the volume/time averaging into double
time averaging. For any flow function f and any
component K in the mixture, at a position r and
time t
_K {r,t) = I ft+AT/2
-- "_'t-AT/2 < fK > dt
where
(l)
AT = time averaging interval corresponding to
the turbulence production range (AT -* ®).
1 _t+A t/2
< fK > = _ "t-At/2 f(r,T) K(L.T ) R(r-t) dv
(Za)
= intrinsic averaging of f over At and
the flow component K.
At = Eulertan time scale for the most energetic
=J_ R{T-t)dv (corresponding to the
eddies
i.#
Taylor's length scale). Note that At<(AT,
but much larger than particle residence time
at r.
I if the considered flow component
resides at point Land time vK(L.v) (2b)
k
0 otherwise
= phase distribution function
R(--t) = V"(t}V"{t-v) (2c)
V"2(t)
= auto-correlatlon coefficient of the
velocity fluctuations of the most
energetic eddies (Taylor's scale)
The time averaging over At corresponds to the
averaging over local volume Av. The dimension of
Av is given by the turbulence mixing length, and
At = (length scale of Av}/(mean velocity) [29].
By integrating over a flow component K its
interfaces with other flow components become
boundary of integration, and the interaction terms
are derived in a straighforward manner in the
differential formulation. According to (I). any
instantaneous value differs from the mean value by
a turbulence fluctuation with two components fK
and f_:
whe r e
(3)
FK = FK - < fK )
= spatial nonuniformities within Av (or
temporal nonuniformlties within _t)
(q)
(s)
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= temporal nonunlformities of ( fK ) within aT.
Since the averaging domain (Av or At) has the
dimensions of the mixing length or Eulerian time
scale, respectively, the turbulence fluctuation f_
corresponds to the turbulence transfer range. The
temporal nonunlformitles f_ reflect the turbulence
fluctuations in the production range.
By averaging with formula (1) the point
instantaneous conservation equations, one obtains
the double time averaged equations. The
formulation is equivalent to the volume/time
averaging. The momentum and kinetic energy
equations are given in Appendix A.
The local mass average of f over a flow
K is denoted _'K" It is obtained bycoml_nen t
applying (1). in which the phase distribution
function X(r,v) Is weighted by the specific mass
PK"
In this paper we model the phase interaction
by using spectral analysis and suggest a closure
of the mass averaged equations for linear momentum
and kinetic energy. The averaged equations are
initially written with all the terms, and then
simplified formulations for various flow
conditions are suggested.
3. ENERGY SFECTRb_ AND SOLIDS - EDDY IhTERACTIO_
It is well accepted that turbulence is
characterized by fluctuating motions defined by
an energy spectrum (Tennekes and Lumely {1972)).
Single time scale models, which are normally used
for the prediction of turbulent fiows, seems
simplistic because different turbulent
interactions are associated with different ports
of the energy spectrum (Ranjaltc' et al. (1979)).
A typical energy spectrum can be divided into
three regions. The first region is the production
region of large eddies and low wave number. The
third region is the dissipation region with small
eddies and high wave number, in which the total
kinetic energy produced at the lower wave number
is dissipated. The intermediate rm'_ge of wave
numbers represents the Taylor's transfer range.
The total kinetic energy k of turbulence may be
divided into production range (kp) and transfer
range (kT) because there is negligible kinetic
energy in the dissipation range:
k = kp + k.T (6)
where
1 '2
kp = _ U i
1 "2
kT=gU i
(7a)
(7b)
u I. u I = fluctuating velocities in the
production and transfer range.
respectively.
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Figure 1. Schematic showing the relative particle
size to different eddy sizes in the
energy a3)ectrum.
This partitioning of the energy spectrum was shown
to be important for swirling flows (Chert (1986)).
and hetrogeneous mixture flows such as two-phase
Jet (Ai-Taweel and _u (1977)).
By using spectral analysis in conjunction
with mass/time averaging some additional turbulent
correlations will result in the mixture flow
equations comparative to homogenous flows. These
correlations _ be classified into fiv__.._e
categories:
i}
ii)
lii)
iv)
v)
Eddy-eddy interaction
Eddy-mean flow interaction
Eddy-particle interaction
Particle-mean flow interaction
Particle-particle interaction (for dense
suspension flow).
These correlations have to be modeled. Since the
suspended particles zany be of different sizes and
different materials, their response to the carrier
fluid fluctuations will vary as a function of the
mean and fluctuating properties of the flow. The
present work will consider a two-way interaction
mecb.antsm between solid particles and fluid
vorttcies in dilute suspensions. This interaction
mechanism depends on the ratio between the
particle slze d S and the turbulent vortex (eddy)
size 1 , These length scales are compared with
e
the turbulence dissipation micro-scale (q).
To determine the particle-eddy |nteraction
the energy spectrum for multlphase flow system is
divided into three typical zones {Figure I):
I. "Large vortex zone" _#l}. where the
turbulence energy is extracted from the mean
flow by low frequency eddies. Here. the eddy
length scale tel is larger than the particle
size ds:
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11 > d S > n (_a)
2. "Medium vortex zone" (Q2), where the solid
particles are about the same size with the
vortex sloe, l,e.
le2 _ d S > N (8b)
3. "Smal I vortex zone" (_3). which would
correspond to the Kolmogorov's length scale,
i.e.
dS > le3 _ n (8c)
In zone #I the solid particles generally follow
the motion within a vortex, amd have an energy
dissil:k_tion effect. The particle response to the
turbulent fluctuations (turbulence _x>dulation) is
fully determined (see Hinze, 1975). In the small
vortex zone #3 the solid particles can not
significantly affect the turbulence
mlcrostructure. For the intermediate zone #2 a
linear variation of the particle response is
considered. This partitioning allows for the
particles-nonuniform size eddies interaction to be
efficiently modeled,
The present closure formulation originates
from the idea of subgrid scale modeling. If this
idea is to be accepted, any flow quantity u, v, a.
k ..... etc. may l>e separated into three parts
according to (3}, where fK and f_ define the
fluctuations In the production and transfer ranges
of the energy spectrum, respectively. By starting
from the particle equation of motion in its
general form, the relation between the particle
motion and different fluid eddies can be
determined, and from here the fluctuation
components f_ _d f_ (see section 6)
4. _ AVERAGED EI_ATIONS
d.l Mean Flow Coverning Equations
"/'he mass/time averaged momentum equation
t fK + f_ yields:(Appendix A. Eq. A2) with fK =
8
T_ rate charge of the mean flo_ c.onuectton
a
J
Ate._u_ from _ction
a - -
* oK _ [_<uki% + %u_iu_j]
Inertial effect
a ....
+PK_ ([_u_iuKj *_u_iu_j]÷ uKj[_uki*%°Ki]
2
Collisior_al/Inerttal Effects
-- ÷
, uKi[oAuKj+ _u_j] + %[u{<iu_<j u_iu_j]
+ uKioxu_j+ _jo_ i+ _u_iukj+ <_u_iu_+
"'U' U 4 .........+ _i'+'Ki + % Ki K+i %UK.YKi+ %uKiu_j)
= PK[a_hKi__ + o_bKi + a_h_i + aKb_i + rl'"b_ i ]
Body force
<_, r_PK + _-_
i
Pressa_re effect
+,_p---_+_p;_ + _]
+ [_< _ _ _ _ +...]
'T' ÷
Fricttorml effect
+ °'Krl_ji + NT_Ji ] + (IKi) K
Phase interaction
{9)
where K Is a flow component, bKi Is the body force
in the l-th direction, and (IKi)_ K is the
projection in the l-th direction of the
interaction vector (_K) K
Equation (9) contains correlations which are
related to the production and transfer wave number
ranges of the turbulence spectrum. It contains
also mixed correlations.
q.2 The Kinetic Energy Equation
Similar to the mean flow governing equation
the mass/time averaging form of the turbulent
kinetic energy equation can be derived for a flo_
component K. The exact form of this equation for
steady state turbulent flow Is given In Appendix A
(_q. AS). It contains more than one hundred
correlations which are related to the eddies in
the production and transfer ranges as well as some
mixed correlations. However. only some of these
are predominant in a given flow situation as a
function of relative particle-vortex size and
density ratio.
4.3 Some Modeling Princip]es and Assumptions
By analysing the derived mean momentum and
kinetic enerEy conservation equations, it _ be
easily recognized that some modeling assumptions
must be made, based on the physical interpretation
and the nature of each term. Previous
experimental and theoretical findings can help in
modeling "collectively" similar terms with minimum
number of empirical constants. Secondly. c.arrying
out an order of magnitude analysis for different
correlations which appear in the governing
equations some terms may be neglected. "['lairdly.
the micromechanics which control the ability of
the flow variables to correlate with each other
and the factors affecting the magnitude of these
correlations should be considered. With the
previous remarks In mind. one can assume for the
sake of simplicity that:
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I) The correlations between the large eddies
from the production range and the small
eddies from the transfer range {mixed
correlations e.g. u--'r_) can be neglected as
they originate differently and they are
related to different ranges of the power
spectrum. Similar assumptions are accepted
in the classical single fluid turbulence
theory.
2) The void fraction fluctuations occur mainly
at low frequencies i.e.
a = a + a' + a" (lO)
with a' >> a" (Ii)
This is a simplifying assumption which is
acceptable for such complicated problems. If
the particles are of small diameter their
concentration is relatively uniform
distributed in the Taylor length scale. High
void fractions are mostly associated with
large size and high density particulate
flows. These large size particles are mainly
fluctuating at low frequencies due to its
high inertia, hence they in turn correlate
weakly at high frequencies.
3) The correlations of higher order than three.
for instance a'u'ap'/Sx i. u;u i _ "'"
J
etc., are neglected. These are at least an
order magnitude smaller than those of the
third order (see Hanjalic' and Launder
(1972}).
4) Pressure diffusion contribution to the total
turbulent diffusion in the kinetic energs'
equation will be neglected because of its
relatively small magnitude (H,xnjalic' and
Launder (1972)).
5) The Boussinesq gradient type approximation Is
adopted for modeling of different fluxes and
triple correlations, with assumptions similar
to Elgbohashi and Abou-Arab (1983) and Roco
and gahadevan (1986)
6) The following constitutive relations are
employed for the shear stress of carrier
fluid:
o_
_ p_--_: = h_p(_-z'+ 2 2J _j o_x i) - _kLpbij- _V'LVfijUn,n
(12)
05 2
"uiuj  LT< -T+
_ ,, ,,: a Ox i) - _ kLT6ij -
2
_LTSijUn,n
(13)
"Y-T
while the total shear stress -p u.u.
z J
by
t t --77,
p u,u. = p u.u. + p u','u': .]. j _ j z j
where
_LP = Cp PLkLp I/2 Ip, (15)
_LT = %T PLkLT I/2 IT . and (16)
P _ , l/2 IL (17)/'LLt = _LLP + T = C_OLKL
Similar relations can be written for the viscosity
of the dispersed phase _St (see Roco and
Kalakrishna_ (19_5)). However. in the present
work we choose to define the eddy viscosity of
solids as follows:
VSt = ULt I o (18)
where
o = Oas / a s (19)
and
aa.S = ULt/'Ds (20)
a s = Vst/D S (21)
Appropriate expressions for aas are cited in ma.ny
articles such as Peskin (197i). Picart et al.
(1986), and Hetsroni (19S2). o S is a Schmidt
number and its value is about 1.5 (Abou-Ellail and
Abou-Arab (19_)).
7) In the present approach for dilute
particulate flows the turbulence kinetic
energy equation is written only for the
carrier flow. The solid phase turbulence
kinetic energy and turbulence correlations
are evaluated from the available solution of
the llnearlzed equation of motion of a solid
particle after its transformation from the
real time to the frequency domain.
8) Terms which are of similar nature i.e.
convection, diffusion, dissipation, etc. can
be modeled collectively. The length-,
velocity- and time-scale which are
appropriate for the description of their rate
of change must be identified from the
physical interpretation of these terms.
The response function which shows the ability
of solid particles to follow the eddies is
obtained from the equation of motion of
particles for different local dimensionless
parameter, ds/1 e and pSJpL.
9)
1o) To establish the degree of generality of the
proposed model validation tests were carried
out for air-laden and water-laden jet. and
air-solid pipe flow.
S. CLOSURZ FOR THE MEAN FLOW F_£_ATIOMS
can be given With the modeling assumptions given in the
previous section, the steady state mean flow
momentum equations for any flow component, reads
B a - -
(14) PK _ (aKuKiUKj) + _ PK (aKuKiuKj ÷ aKuKiuKj) +
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a , , ,
+  Kt(oKuKiuKj+ uKi( KuKj+
J
= pK(axbKi + aKbKi + a_b_i )- _aKP R _I_PK+aKPK)
X
+ _ (_CK_ji) + (IKi)-K (22)
In Eq. (22) there are 16 correlations, half
of them in the production "large eddy" rvx_e of
the spectrum. The terms are modeled following the
criteria: i) Physically correct behavior, ii)
Minimum number of empirical functions and
constants, and lii) Comi_ar i sons against
experimental data over a wide range of conditions
are required to check the validity of the model.
The turbulent stresses caused by the large
,'-'r'--r
and srnal I slze energetic eddies. -PLUlUj and
-PLUiU'_, are defined by Eqs. (12) and (13). The
correlation between u_' and u_ is weak when I # J.
This finding will be explained in the next
sect i on.
The collislonal effect correlations
modeled after Launder (1976):
P (kKP) . , o
are
0
where C_ is a constant of a value of about O.l.
Similarly
t_
T -}CT .... 0
0
T
where C_5 must be optimized by cor_rison with
experimental data The fluxes in (23) and (24)
can also be collectively modeled as:
.._ t t <) t t
- %s (UKih<l"
t t 0 t t (2s)
are modeled using Bousslnesq approximation as:
=
-
whlle
T
OaK
(26)
(27)
Similar expression can be written for ol_uKj and
a_u_j .... etc, However, according tO our
assumptions, especially those concerning the void
fraction fluctuation at high frequency a", the
fluxes in Eqs. (26) and (27) can be modeled
collectively as:
t t VKt Z_K
- aKUKi - OaK Ox i
(2s)
The solution of the two transport equations
(for kp and kT) would require also a description
for the length scales. This point will be
explained in more details in the next section.
The fourth group of terms with the void
fractlon-shear stress turbulent correlations
contains the leuninar viscosity as a multiplier,
and will be neglected due to its smaller order of
magnitude.
The pressure effect contribution to the mean
flow equ._tion consists of two groups. Each
contains three terms. The first of these terms is
the mean pressure-void fraction. The second and
the third terms are the pressure-void fraction
correlations which can be modeled after Elghobashi
and Abou-Arab (19_3) by
where
_ k._/2 t t
_l = C¢3PK_ " uK_%
and
@2 - C¢4OK kl/2 t t= . _x=ox
(29)
The values of the constants C¢3 and C_,_ are about
unity.
The second corre]atlon in the second group of
terms can be also modeled following Launder (1976).
The final form is
+ = [c.l'_i%
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=t t
UKiUK1 2 t t
_ m
t t _UKi t t aUKl
+ PK(O.S UKl % • _ - O.2 uXl % • _ ) (3O)
1 X
The values of the constants C¢i and C¢2 are 4.3 and
-3.2, respectively. ]'he modeling of these
correlations suffers from the embodied assumptions
concerning the velocity and length scale
description. It would require a large number of
transport equations to model accurately each of the
above correlations.
The interaction term (IKi)_ K for K = L
(liquid) and -K = S (solid) is modeled for dilute
suspensions with particle Reynolds numbers less
than unity:
C( Li-°- il
.°LP°LT .°LP
+ {T + --f- ) + +--
oas ocLS _ii ("---P- T ) ] (31)°aas O%S
where the first term is the drag interaction for
particles in the Stokes range. The second and
third terms are the turbulent fluxes due to the
relative motion between the particles and fluid.
The gradient transport model with the exchange
coefficients ULp and VLT corresponding to the
production and transfer ranges is adopted for
thesefl es(% uLi. °[i"% Usi"and
as u_i).
If only single velocity scale is chosen for
the whole energy spectrum, kL. there will be only
one momentum exchange coefficient ULt instead of
uLp and VLT
uLp ULT
+ (32)ULt - P T
aaa. S °aas
6. CLOSLrR.E FOR I'_ KINETIC BhYRCY EQUATION
In the present work. the turbulence kinetic
enerKy for the liquid phase "kL" (turbulence
velocity scale) is obtained from an exact transport
equation (Ex_. AS in Appendix A). and the length
scale "I" is described algebraically, The kinetic
energy equation A5 contains a large number of
turbulence correlations. In order to obtain an
engineering turbulence model, it is sufficient to
consider the principles and the assumptions given
in Section 4.3. By engineering turbulence model.
it is meant, a physically correct model with
minimum number of empirical coefficients.
The first group of terms in the k-equation
(Croup _1) is the convection of the total specific
kinetic energy, where
8k L 8kLp 8kLT
axj - Oxj ax3 (33)
Diffusion transport of k is composed of two
main parts. The first part (Croup #2) is the
velocity diffusion and it contains the 3rd order
velocity correlations, while the second part (Croup
#3) is the pressure diffusion with the
pressure-velocity correlations, The modeling of
the velocity diffusion part is obtained as follows:
uLp _kLp
oL% uLjuLiuLi=-pL Lp
o k J
and
PL aL uZju[iuZI : - PL_CL uLT _'LT
Taxj (3s)
o k
P T
where o k and o k are the turbulent Prandtl/Schmidt
numbers for the kinetic energy in the production
and transfer ranges. To reduce the number of
empirical constants and the number of governing
equations the above two correlations are modeled
collectively as follows
t t t VLt 8kL
-PLULjULIULi = -PL_L ok o_xj
(36)
where o k is of order of unity.
The presure diffusion term is negligible
relative to the velocity diffusion (Ha.njalic' and
Launder (1972)).
Mixed and higher order correlations (Croups #3
and _) can be neglected according to the modeling
assumptions stated _und discussed in section d.3 of
the present paper.
The production terms are divided into two
groups. The first group (Croup _) is common for
single and multiphase incompressible flows,
O_ULi O_ULi
PLC__ uLiULj • _ + pLC_L u_'.uZ •• j Ox.
J J
be modeled collectively as follows:
, axed ca.n
t t °_ULi - ,8ULi )2
PL_L ULiULj axj - %.l'LLt/_jj (37)
The physics of turbulence and the
consideration of the spectral energy transfer
assume that the production is only due to the
interaction between the mean flow and the large
eddy. Since the u_iu_j__ correlation is for medium
size eddies which have almost no direct interaction
with the mean flow, it results that the
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contribution of these small eddies to the
turbulence production via the n_aaa field is smaJler
than that of the large eddies. This
means also tl'_t u_IUL_"j correlation ts weak if t #
J. I.e. it is only of stg-ntftca_t value if the
.2
turbulent normal stress conrponents (ULi , I = I, 2,
3) are considered. According to Fuanjallc' et al.
(1979) multiple scale model the turbulent viscosity
is defined as follows:
I_Lt/PL = & k L (kLF/_Lp)
where k L = kLp + kLT
and C =0.09
P
This equation can be rewritten as
k 2
{ L_.ZP,kLTkLP
P.Lt/PL = CN aLP eL-----_
(3s)
{39_)
(39b)
= OpSlLp + C "051 = +&pk _TkLT LT (tLI-P BLT)IPL (dO)
where Cup and CpT are two additional constants and
ILp and ILT are also two additional length scales
for the large and medium size eddies. The length
scale can be related with the following relations
{from Eqs. (3_) and (qO))
ikT = CI IL P (kLTfkLp) {41}
Since the ratio kLT/kLp is of the order of unity
and ILp > ILT. the constant C I should be smaller
than unity, Thus if the multiple time scale nw_del
Is not recommended (due to its large number of
additional constants) an alternative approach is to
consider a multiple velocity scale model. In this
model only two differential equations for kLp and
kLT have to be solved. The length scales can be
obtained by using the previous relation Exl. (41)
and any expression for the length scale of the
large eddies ILp. for exan_le that used by Roco and
Shook {19(33) for cylindrical pipes.
The nzxlellng of the additlona] production terms
(Group #7) is achieved as follows:
(¢2)
- _uLi _i = -#-- _i _l
°aS
(43)
and both collectively as
Vkt 8P L
oaS 8x i @x i
(44)
BULl bULl
Termslike %uh  uZi are oled in
a similar n_mner to that of the above terms i,e,
_h_Li VLt aULi _L
- _ (4s)
The extra production terms (Croup #7) can be
written in the following form
Extra production -
(46)
The terms pL_-kttL ax i @x i and PLaLV L dxj dx.j in
Croup _ represefits the dissipation rate from large
eddies eLF and transfer eddies _LT' Since viscous
dissipation is mainly confined to small scale
eddies and to simplify the mathematical form of the
multiple time scale turbulence nx>dels. Ha_jalic" et
al. { 1979) have. assumed that there is an
equilibrium spectrum energy transfer between the
dissipation and transfer region i.e., etota I = e L ,
where e L is the dissipation rate in the single
scale scheme. Thus
PLal.VL axj t_xj = -PLaLtLP = al._'LT_'_-_'j ) {47)
and
- a"Zi = -
PLal.VL o_xj @xj - PLal._LT
where
(4_)
eLp = CDp klp5/ILp and
eLT = Clyr kLTS/ILT
In equation (d7) a spectral cascadir_ between the
production and transfer eddies is considered
(HanJalic' et al. (1979)). This equation gives an
additional relation between the spectrum scales.
The correlations between the fluctuating
velocity component and the fluctuating friction
forces {interaction terms in Croups _t_ eund #I0) are
due to fluid-fluid and fluld-solid drag force in
dilute flows. The friction interaction terms due
to molecular collision {fluid-fluid interaction.
Croup _) are given above by Eq. (47) and (dS)
7"he form of the correlation between the fluctuating
drag force and the velocity fluctuations depends on
the exq_ression adopted for the dr_ force. The
viscous drag correlation (VDC) in Croup #1O for
Stokes flow over particles in dilute suspensions
reads
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lStL L _ --
VDC = 2 (ULl - Ust )'_1
d S
1%
-_(;s'A2* A3)
d S
whe re :
A 1
A 2
The [lrst correlation group _1 (E_I' _) can be
approxtrrlBted usin_ the grEudient ty_e assuIiTptlon.
The second correlation in this expression (49b) Is
that due to the relative slip fluctuating motion
uLi(% -%i) and. iCu i-u i).Thesecanbe
modeled using similar approach to that of
Elghobashi and Abou-Arab (1983) but with some
modifications which allow for different
particle-eddy Interaction according to their
relative size. These modifications are based on
the spectral analysis carried out by Dingg_o (19_7)
for the response of the particles to the turbulent
fluctuations of the carrier fluid. For very large
eddies _c (< KS.
where _c is the wave number; KS is the
Pw_sset-Boussinesq-Ossen wave number defined as
I/ds: (Vs) K and (vi')z are the solid and liquid
velocity components with the wave number K: a is
the a_plitude ratio of oscillations
a -- [(i + q2 )2 + q2]0.5 (Sla)
and fl is the phase angle of oscillation
fl : tg -] [q2/(l + ql )] (51b)
The expressions of ql and q2 are
9NS 1 -s
(l + _5(s+o.s))(_+--;-_.s.s) ($2._)
q 1 = 9N S
8__._!___1 (2_S2 + NS.2 )2
(s+O.5)2 _ + (l + J_(s+O.S]
I_s
9(l-s) (_S 2 + __)(s+O.5)2
q_ = 91_S
(s+O.5) 2 _2 + (i + --J_(s+O.s)
(52b)
with the following dimensionless parameters:
s = ps/PL
o  ds2
where
K..T = is the wavenumber of the most energetic
eddies,
Re = Reynolds number based on I T . and
NS = Stokes number.
For small eddies with ,rave numbers K )> KS.
the particle response can be described by
•Ks-3 P._L (53)
us = (Vs)K : (VL)_ _) os
For the intermediate size eddies K __ KS one
can use (50) with
as
I (s_)a = -- and
s
P = tan-] is) (S4b)
If the fluctuating slip velocity w i is defined
w_ = Usi - ULi (_)
then the
becomes
anduLi2ratio of the mean square i
2 2 -.2 . . ,2 .2
= (Usi - 2ULtUSi ULi) / ULi"i /uLl + (_)
with
. , I _ (_ + "-i2/u-i_sLULiUsi = _ ULI - w i /ULi)
,2 (_ _
= 2 ULi + FSL FRL) (57)
The values of FSL and FRL can be obtained by using
the preceding solution (Eq. SO):
KS K
(_)
or
2h tan-l(_s/_) (591FSL - _(h+l)
where
h - A _ 18 K.I.)2/Re
_u L (s+O.s)(Ks/ . A :
ISv L
(s + O,5)d 2
s
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Figure 2. The effect of ecldy-pertlcle size ratio
(_SJW-l-) on the particle response to the
-,2 -,2
e_ddy fluctuatiorts (USl/ULi)
and
FRL = [_o s (a2,1) E L (_) d_
KS 3 1 )2 _O+ ((_) s- -1 EL(K)d_: ] / E(J() d_ (fK))
S
2 °2.0.5where a l = (f + 12) and h(_) is the liquid
energ3' spectrum function for which any arbitrary
form can be adopted, for instance
,2
2 ULi 1
EL(_) = w _ l+(_,_r)2
(61)
Figure 2 illustrates the effect of
eddy-particle size ratio expressed as _S/r-f on the
. 2/u 2 which indicates the particle
ratio FSL = Usi Li
response to the eddying motion, It can
be noticed that high values of KS/_f (i.e. small
particle or large eddy) the particles follows quite
well the eddy motion.
Substituting the expressions for FSL and FRI"
(Eqs. (58) or (S9), and Eq. (60)) Into Eq. (57).
the correlation A2 can be obtained
l ,2 (1 + (e2)A2 = _-ULi - FSL FRL)
The above analysis applies equally well to the
large eddies as to small eddies, The enerEy
spectrum function EL(H ) for a two-phase flow is
given by AI-Taweel and landau (1977). However.
since its form is not essential (Dingguo (19E;7)) it
is sufficient to adopt a.ny simple form as that
given ebove by Eq. (61). It is clear from the
above axtalysis that the particle response to the
carrier fluid fluctuations is a function of the
density ratio ps-JpL, size of interacting eddy
relative to particle size _cSJ_ and Reynolds number
based on the size of the most energetic eddies of
the flow. An a.rk_lo_ous expression to that given by
Eq. (62) is that based on the Chao's solution (see
Chao (1964)). This solution can be considered as a
substitution of Ding_uo's solution only for K (< KS
i.e. for fine particles.
The last term to be modeled in the VCD group.
43 , is separated into four correlations:
i%
'_3 - 2 [(aSULiUl'i + asuLiULi)
d S
T1 T2
- (aSuLiUsi + a_uZiu_i)] (63)
T3 T'I
where the triple correlations T3 and T4 are modeled
in a similar maxme r to that used for the
calculation of Tl and T2 by using Eqs, {23) and
(24). thus
8uI_ia _
T1 = aSUl_lUl' i = --CFtk5 (kLP/eLp) (2ul_tUl' I 0Xl )p.
 i'to;,, ,, ,, T
T2 = aSuLiULi = --C_k5 (kLT/eLT) (2u_'lU{l N ")T'
o Slo;
T3 = --C_5 (kLP/eLp)(ULiUSi 0x 1
°%1%
"_ u;iul 1 @x I )P
T4= -Cos (kLT/eLT)(U{'iU;l @Xl + u;iu{' 1 @Xl )T
(e4)
These correlations can also be collectively modeled
using single velocity and length-scale, and total
k L and e L . The first two mnd the last two terms
yield, respectively:
2k L Ou L ias
t t
2kL t t OuSlaS
T3 * T4 = C k5 "_L (ULiUSi bXl
(e._)
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Lt ctt
t t Ll s
. UsiULl Ox I ) (65b)
The terms in Croup _ of EQ. A5 are of
diffusive a2nd dissipative nature. The diffusion
terms as they appeared in Croup Itchare multiplied
by the molecular viscosity and therefore will be
neglected due to their relatively small magnitude.
Other higher order correlations and mixed
correlations in this group are also neglected
according to the modeling principles stated
prevloulsy in section ,1.3 a2nd as they are also
multiplied by the molecular viscosity.
By substituting all previously modeled terms
into the exact form of the turbulence kinetic
energy equation, arm rearranging these terms, one
obtains the simplified modeled form given in
Appendix B (Eq. la2).
Since the present model is based on an exact
equation, namely the turbulence kinetic energy
equation, end the modeled form of this equation has
no adjusting coefficients it is expected that the
model will generally produce good results and have
less limitations compared to other models. The
only modeling assumption is that of the Boussinesq
gradient type, which generally is accepted. The
correlations that requires questionable
semi-emplrical modeling assumptions and
introduction of empirical constant are {i) fewer in
number (for a_uLiu_j and t_UsiUl'j), and {ii) for
terms having an order of magnitude smaller (by
ratio a'/_) compared to other main terms in the
k-equation. The only significant new correlation
used in the present closure is that due to the
relative motion between the phases. This is
modeled with less restrictions and taking Into
consideration the effect of the particle
diameter-eddy size ratio on the particle response
to the eddying motion. The limitation of the
present one-equatlon k model closure is the
algebraic formulation for the length scale. Since
there are maaay factors affecting this length scale
and since it is even difficult in many practical
applications to give a unique and accurate
description of the length scale, the use of a
transport equation for the length scale in the
two-equation model of Elghobashl and Abou-Arab
(1983) is expected to give better results with fine
particles (d S < _). However, it should be noticed
that the former model and any other similar models
contain some empirical constants specific for
various flow conditions, and they require the
solution for an additional transport equation. It
can be expected that the present model combined
with an appropriate length scale equation e.g.
dissipation rate equation will simulate better most
of the important, features of tm_ltlphase turbulent
flows, particularly the fluid particle interaction.
In that case the number of closure transport
equations will increase to three (if two velocity
scale, kp emd kT. and one length scale transport
equations) or four transport equations (if two
velocity scales and two length scale. ]p and 1T.
are adopted).
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Figure 3. Computed and measured [20] mean velocity
distribution of air in air-solid pipe
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Figure 4. Predicted radial distribution of the
turbulence intensity of air in air-solid
pipe flow using different turbulence
models (keynote as in Fig. 3).
7. SAMPLE OF RESULTS
Figures 3 to 6 compare the present predictions
with LDA-measurements for single and two-phase
turbulent pipe flow (see Kaeda et al (1980)) and
turbulent round water jet laden with uniform-size
solid particles (see Parthasarathy and Faeth
(19$7)). Both flows are oriented vertically
downward. These flows are axlsymn_trical. The
concentration profiles are given as input data
based on experimental results.
In these flow situations the average eddy size
$e was varying from about one d S to few hundreds
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d S. The corresponding representative eddy size in
the transfer range _ras only a fraction of particle
diameter d S in the pipe flow case. In the Jet flow
case the mean size of large eddies and the
Kolmogrov length scale were also varied in a wide
range. These scales are field variables, and they
depend upon the flow configuration, location in the
flow domain and particle dimensions.
Two-phase flow solutions were obtained by
solving the flow governing eqtmtions in their
modeled form which are described in the previous
section and given in Appendix B. The numerical
procedure used for these predictions is based on a
developed version of the C,enmix-Code of Spaldin_
(1977). However. since the main objective of this
paper is to give a complete description of a
developed turbulence closure for multiphase flows
and due to the space limitation the details of this
numerical approach will not be given here. The CPU
Time for the two considered flow cases was about 4
minutes on a VAX 760 Mini-Computer and 2 minutes on
IBM 3O84.
Case I: C,as-Soltd Vertical Pipe Flow:
Figure 3 shows a comparison between the
experimental data and the present predictions using
five different models of turbulence namely 1.
One-equatlon k-model of Roco and Nahadevan (1986),
2. One-equation v-model of Roco and Balakrlshnan
t
( 1985). 3. The k-equation as given in the
two-equation k-e model of Elghobashi and Abou-Arab
(19_), 4. The two-equation model of Elghohashi and
Abou-Arab ( 19S3), and 5. The
present o_tlon k-model. The figure displays
the mean axial velocity distrlb_tlon in the fully
developed zone of the pipe flow for single and
two-phase cases. The "differences between the
predictions of all one-equation turbulence models
aM experiments is m_inly caused by the general
algebraic expression adopted for the turbulence
length scale which was not optimized or _lJusted.
In the present _tation the concentration
profiles are assumed based on previous experimental
data. The inlet concentration distribution is
taken to be similar to that given by the best curve
fit after the experimental data of Soo (196/).
Figure 4 compares the calculated turbulence
j- uL2intensity defined as (=-_kL) I _L with its
measured values. The near wall treatment is based
on a modified form for the law of wall (see
Abou-Ellail and Abou-Arab (19e'l), Lee and (:hung
(19ff7)) and the particle slip condition at the pipe
wall.
The present model as _red with the one
equation models of Refs. [12] and [27] predicts
slightly higher values for the Bean flow
quantities. However. it must be mentioned that the
last k-models contain empirical constants in the
dissipation term of the k equation. Concerning the
fluctuating flow quantities the present model gives
slightly better results for the turbulence
intensity in the near wall region than other
one-equation models. The expression for the
turbulence length scale was not optimized. It is
also expected that the current model will give
better predictions for coarse (d S > _) and heavy
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Figure 5. Co_ted arxl measured [23j mean velocity
distribution in water-solid Jet flow.
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Figure 6, Predicted radial distribution of the
turbulence intensity of water in water-
solid Jet flow.
suspension flows for which no set of comprehensive
21) data is available for comparison.
Case It: Turbulent Round Water jet Laden with
Unlfor_r-slze Solid Particles
Comparison between experimental
numerical predictions of different
closures are given in Figures 5 and 6.
data and
turbulence
The two-phase flow measurements on velocity,
concentration and turbulence correlations used for
coe_aarisons are taken from Parthasarathy & Faeth
(1987). Different axial locations within the round
Jet. between eight and fourty Jet diameters from
the injection nozzle are
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considered. The radial distribution of solid
concentration given In Figure 7 are at eight
diameters from the nozzle.
The conv_arison shows that the two-equation
two-phase k-e model of Elghobashi and Abou-Arab
(1_3) describes both flows better than the
one-equation mass/time averaged turbulence model.
Kowever. it is important to mention here that the
presently developed closure uses only one transport
equation and without adjusting any empirical
coefficient. At the same time. the present closure
is in its early stages and more refinements and
validation tests are required, especially for
coarse particles two-phase flows for which one
would expect that the present k-formulation will
provide improved predictions. The difference
between the predictions of the mean and fluctuating
flow velocity components as obtained by the present
k-formulation and that of Ref. [12] depends on the
particle size relative to its surrounding eddies.
Figure 8 illustrates this difference at two
different loading ratios for the pipe flow at a
radial distance (R - r)/R equal 0.1.
8. CD_CLUD ING REMARKS
The turbulence closure presented in this paper
for dilute suspension flow is based on the fluid
turbulence kinetic ener_¢ equation. The main
features of this model are:
i) Two velocity scales are adopted in computation
for large and medium size eddies,
corresponding to the turbulence production and
transfer range, respectively They are
expressed into the governing equations by a
specific local mass/time averaging On this
basis the spatial and temporal trn._sfer rates
of the therraod_ic qumqtities and the
particle-eddy interaction are better
estimated.
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Figure 8. Differences between the present
k-formulation and that of Ref.
[12] for different mass loading ratios
L.R.: (a) fluctuating and (b) mean
axial velocity.
ii) Spectral analysis of the interaction mechanism
between particles and most energetic eddies
provide analytical correlations for closure
The particle response and the modulation of
turbulent eddying motion is given as a
function of the particle-fluid density and
size ratios.
"tii) To keep the number of transport equations of
the turbulence closure a.r.d the number of
empirical constants as minimum as possible,
the length scales 1p and 1T are described
using algebraic expressions. Relations
between these scales (E_s. 40 and 47) are
suggested.
iv) The model does not introduce additional
empirical constants to the closure of the
velocity scale equation.
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APPENDIX - A
Mass/'Tlme Averaged conservation Equations
]lass averaging the conservation equations of mass
and momentum over'a flow component (K) one obtains
a new system of equations for mean velocity,
concentration and kinetic energy of turbulence,
The point instantaneous conservation equation
be written for any flow component (K) or for
the entire mixture in the folowing general form
a
a-_ (_) ÷ v.(__) + v.t- s : o (AI)
where: p = density
u = velocity vector
= transported quantity
= flux vector for
S = source term
Let assume _ = uKi. By splitting each flow
property into mean and turbulent fluctuating
component (_Ki " u_i) and mass/time or double time
averaging the equation (AI), one obtains the
following momentum equatigns in the l-th direction
for an incompressible phase (K) without mass
exchange with other flow components (see Roco and
Shook (1985)):
O -- t t 8
Time Rate _ean Flow Convection
-- o -- tt
Body Force Pressure Effect
a [-_T -- t t
+ % a'K K_.jl -P_'K'uKiuKj
Frictional Inertial
Effect Effect
t t+ t t
-PK°X(UKiUKj) aKvK.y.. .] + (I-_i)_K
jt Interactions
Collisional Effect
with (-K)
where
(_)
K : phase (or generally a flow component)
_K = mass/time average of f over K
i,J = 1,2.3 (Cartesian coordiantes)
bKi = body force in the i-th direction
(IKi)_K= projection in the t-th direction of the
interaction vector (J.K)_ K
The interaction term as it stands for
solid/liquid drag is given by
[ULy-USyl(ULy-Usv)
(Isi) L : (ILl) S = 0.7SOsPL, d_ •
(l-_s)l.?
(A3)
This drag term takes a simple form for Reynolds
numbers less than unity
(Isi)L = - (ILI)S : aS(IB_L/d_)(ULi-usi ) (Ad)
The transverse effects caused by the presence of
other solid particles. Saffman force and Ho and
Leal inertial force are neglected. Their
importance is small in dilute suspension turbulent
flows with fine particles.
Equation (A2) contains terms due to the
unsteady flow. mean flow convection, diffusion.
pressure, body force, as well as frictional.
inertial and collisional effects. The mean form of
the turbulence kinetic energy governing equation is
obtained by subtracting from the steady state
instantaneous momentum equation for a component K =
L the corresponding mean flow equations, and then
multiplying the resulting difference equation by
(u_i ÷ U"Ki ). By averaging one obtain the kinetic
enerKy equation for a flow co_rponent K = L. This
equation re.ads
--
Croup #I (Convection)
+ _.PxZLK(UKjUKiUKi
J
Croup #2 (Velocity
Diffusion
K,÷ u'u:.. +uKj Ki Ki u' u':.u',.J s _ uKj Ki KI Kj Kx Kl
+ u' u" u" ÷ u'" u' u'.. + :l....
Kj Ki Ki Kj Ki K_ UKjUKiUKi)_
Croup #3 (Higher Order Correlations)
+ other 4th order and minor terms)]=
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0- _ _ CuKIPK+_,P_+_,P_+_"K_PK_
Group t_i (Pressure Diffusion)
M__
Croup _ (Extra Production and Transfer)
' _ .._+ .... _
OUKt _Ki.
Croup _ {Pro_duction)
°_Ki . . °_UKi
Group _7 (Extra Production)
...._K_ ...._K_
+ _i%_Kj _ + _xj%UK_ _j
- (%uK_ + _U"Ki) _ + _inorterms
l
Croup _ (Dissipation)
_K__Ki _ _i
+ PR_uK Oxj Oxj + PkX_CuK dx 8x + mixedj j correla-
tions
Group _9 (Extra Dissipation & Diffusion)
Croup #10 (Extra Dissipation)
(A5)
APPF_NDIX B
The Modeled Form of the Turbulence Kinetic
Enerk--v .Equation
The steady-state turbulence kinetic energy equation
for the liquid phase (K = L) is:
PL_LULj _j - Oxj a k _'xj + a'Lk_Lt _j
Convection Diffusion Production
F_xtra Production
- PLaLeL
Dissipation
l 8¢_I_ &
+ _ (uti-Usi oo. S
d S
Extra Dissipation
_ _sh_
- askL(_-rSL÷FRL ) - .-Z2- (T1 _ T2 - T3 - T4} (Bl)
d S
where the expressions for rSL. rRL, T1. T2. T3 and
T4 are given in the _ext.
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